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Z~0.2

Z~0.2
GW170608 M = 7+12



Credit: S. Vitale, MIT

This is only the beginning



Credit: S. Vitale, MIT

-BBH mass distribution and formation channels
-Precision tests of GR
-...

This is only the beginning

One BBH merger every ~5 minutes in the universe



GW170608 M = 7+12









Nucleosynthesis of heavy elements:
More than the mass of earth in gold



-nuclear equation of state
-hubble constant
-more tests of GR (speed of Gws…)
-multi-messenger astronomy
-...

Binary neutron star observations...

One BNS merger every 15 seconds in the universe



Need more signal to noise and/or more events (stacking possible)

Constraints on Nuclear Equation of State
   from GW170817



Sources and Detector Generations

Higher BH
masses

Higher SNR’s 

Neutron star
physics



Really Really Really a Black Hole?

Need higher SNR to resolve BBH ringdown:

Time [s]



LIGO
Hanford, WA, United States

LIGO
Livingston, LA, United States

Virgo, Italy

KAGRA, Japan





Measurement limited
by Heisenberg 
uncertainty
h ~ dx * dp 
(40kg masses) 

State of the art: ~10-20 m/rt(Hz) @ 100Hz position measurement



“2 G”

Advanced
LIGO
Design

-seismic
-thermal
-quantum





Seismic input





Wiener
Filter

Correction is limited
By intrinsic noise of
seimometers



Ground tilt cannot
Be distinguished
From acceleration:
Need tilt-free seismomters
Or tilt sensors



Thermal noise

Which material for mirrors and suspension?
Silicon and Sapphire being researched



Optical 
Coatings
Limiting:
Ion-beam
Sputtered
Coatings
With lossy
High-n 
layers

Coating reseach: low-loss high-n materials, crystaline coatings



Cooling: under way at KAGRA

Challenging: seismic attenuation and mirror heat load
Using Sapphire mirrors



To reduce 
shot 
noise: 
increase 
laser 
power.
Soon 
optimal!

Shot noise and rad. Press. Noise: two quadratures of vacuum fluctuation
Entering the interferometer [Caves 1981]



Quantum noise reduction: 
Squeezing the EM-vacuum state

h

squeezer

Beam 
splitter

Arm

Detection 
PD





10 dB
Need lower losses 
In optical path and materials



Of course there is more:
e.g. Parametric Instability

...a technical problem for high power operation
For now: feedback control. But perhaps not enough in the future...



From 2G to 2G+

-Newtonia noise subtraction
-squeezing the EM vacuum (being installed in LIGO and Virgo now)
-filter cavities to squeeze rad. Pressure noise (amplitude quadrature)
-better coatings, heavier masses
-new materials and cryogenics: Silicon (120K, 10K), Sapphire (20K)

From 2G+ to 3G

-new facilities: longer arms
-heavier test masses, larger beams, longer suspensions
-new materials and cryogenics: Silicon (120K, 10K), Sapphire (20K)
-higher power lasers (500W ? → 3MW in IFO arms?)
-new topologies: speed meters



Measurement limited
by Heisenberg 
uncertainty
h ~ dx * dp 
(40kg masses) 

Measure speed
Not position !



Longer arms



ET: Einstein Telescope





  

The quantum vacuum

Examples that can be associated:
-Lamb shift
-Anomalous magnetic moment of e and µ
-Casimir force (though other interpretations 
exist) 

Here:
-Properties of the quantum 
vacuum in the presence of an 
external field

Credit:
G. Ruoso

External field



  

The quantum vacuum

Examples:
-Lamb shift
-Anomalous magnetic moment of e and µ
-Casimir force 

Here:
-Properties of the quantum 
vacuum in the presence of 
an external field

-Study with light

Credit:
G. Ruoso

External field

Light beam

D n >  0  ?



  

QED Prediction

● Light slows down in vacuum in the presence of 
a magnetic field (perpendicular to the direction 
of light propagation) .

B

B

z

y

x

y

x

Vacuum is birefringent:



  

Ellipsometer Method

Emilio Zavattini 
(1927 -2007)

Absolute phase shift is hard to measure, study anisotropic
Changes of refractive index instead. (birefringence, dichroism)



  

PVLAS: recent progress

Limited by currently unexplained noise: 
One suspect: birefringence of mirror coatings

New PVLAS
(Ferrara, It.)



  

Field modulation vs. measurement 
technique

Rotate B-field Modulate strength of 
B-field

Measure polarization PVLAS, others BMV

Measure phase GW detectors? GW detectors?

(Get refractive indices for
par. and perp. direction
independently!
→ More implications for 
particle physics)



  

Connection to particle physics

● Milli charged particles: 
Hypothetical particles with mass < m(e),  
->virtual pairs at lower energy, would show up 
as ellipticity in addition to QED prediction

● Axions: Effective absorption of photons 
(due to coupling to axions) would show up as 
dichroism (linear polarization rotation) 



  

1979: Proposal to use Laser 
Interferometers



  

2002: Proposal to use GW detectors.

-too optimistic in assuming possible increase in sensitivity 
with increasing cavity Finesse
-neglecting possible integration of signal over time



  

2009: Virgo / Electro-Magnets

-pointing out new physics potential 



  

2009: LIGO/GEO Pulsed Magnets

-assumes aperture of O~cm



  

2015: Feasibility / Magnet design



  

Integration time for sinusoidal signal

Displacement signal

Displacement noise
Ampl. spectral density



  

Magnet as Halbach Cylinder

B  = Br * ln(ro/ri)
Br ~ 1.3T for NeFeB

Laser beam

Example: B = 1.0T   for ro=121mm, ri=55mm  → m=328kg for D=1.2m
NeFeB: 150$ / kg → 50k$ / Magnet



  

Measurement time as function of 
displacement sensitivity

Adv. LIGO, Virgo,
Kagra,2018/2019



  

For Gravitational-wave IFO:
Assembly with valves and baffles

● Chamber for baffle suspension at entry to small-
aperture tube



  



  

Where? 

GEO2015

LLO2015

Low displacement noise hard to reach with small beams



54

LIGO Hanford:
Only facility with mid-tube gate valves

e.g: install during A+ 2. upgrade phase, or Voyager upgrade...

~10m space



  

Das Gravitationswellen-Spektrum

0
1010101010

3-3-8-16
Hz

Ground-based
interferometers

Interferometers
In space

Pulsar timingInflation
probe

Supernovae

Spinning NS

BH and NS 
binaries

Binary
coalescence

Supermassive BH
binariesPrimordial

GWs

Cosmic strings



         LISA
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